
Why You should 
be a writing 
center tutor



Writing: How Students Feel

A tutor’s job is to help!



Writing: What the Research Shows

27% of eighth 
grade students 

and 27% of 
twelfth grade 

students are 
scoring at or 

above the 
proficient 

level in writing  
(NAEP, 2011).



Our Mission

JCHS strives to create a safe and 

welcoming environment that 

supports writers at every stage of 

the writing process through a one-

on-one, individualized approach. We 

will help you gain the skills you need 

to become a better writer.



Tutors make the process Easier 
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What does a tutor do? 

The Writing Center is not only a place to grow as a writer, but a 
Place that encourages that growth in others. We are a community 
of over 20 tutors who believe writing matters and who are always 
pushing ourselves to learn more about writing. These are some of 
the things we do: 

➡“Flex in” to classes during SHIELD  

➡Design writing workshops 

➡Conduct data analysis 

➡Manage and schedule tutors 

➡Create handouts 

➡Post to the JCHS WC blog 

➡Tweet about what we’re doing 

➡Present at local and national conferences



Common Problems in Writing:  
Cause and Effect
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Organization: Thesis 
statements, topic 

sentences, and more

Analysis and Critical 
Thinking

Voice and Tense

Citing Sources



Tutors in Action
Sometimes teachers request the WC tutors come in during SHIELD to work with 

students on reflecting, revising, and shaping their writing.



Is tutoring write for me? 
 • “A” or “B” in English  

 • Sophomore, Junior, or Senior 

 • Strong background writing 

 • Strong critical thinking skills 

 • Strong commitment to helping other students become more effective        

              writers. 
 • Personal qualities conducive to one-on-one conferences, including a  

            friendly, approachable manner; patience; good listening abilities; and a  
             sense of maturity and responsibility.



How to Apply
Applications for the 2016-2017 school year will be available in March. 
Completed applications will be due in May. See Ms. Winstead in 2612. 

 • You will participate in an informal interview with the Writing Center coordinator 
 • You must be recommended by an English teacher 
 • You must complete a grammar diagnostic and mock-tutoring exercise           
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